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Message in a Bottle
Grand Central Publishing In this New York Times bestseller, a single mother sets out to ﬁnd the North Carolina man who sent a message meant for someone else . . . and the journey may change her life
forever. Divorced and disillusioned about relationships, Theresa Osborne is jogging when she ﬁnds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing to "Catherine," signed simply "Garrett."
Challenged by the mystery and pulled by emotions she doesn't fully understand, Theresa begins a search for this man that will change her life. What happens to her is unexpected, perhaps miraculous-an
encounter that embraces all our hopes for ﬁnding someone special, for having a love that is timeless and everlasting.... Nicholas Sparks exquisitely chronicles the human heart. In his ﬁrst bestselling novel,
The Notebook, he created a testament to romantic love that touched readers around the world. Now in this New York Times bestseller, he renews our faith in destiny, in the ability of lovers to ﬁnd each
other no matter where, no matter when...

The House of Others
Northwestern University Press The illegitimate son of a fortune teller, Ezio Comparoni (1920-52) never knew his father, rarely left his home town, and admitted no one to his home. His deliberate obscurity
was compounded by his use of many pseudonyms, including Silvio d'Arzo, under which he wrote the remarkable novella and three stories collected in The House of Others. The novella The House of Others
is among the rare perfect works of twentieth century ﬁction. In a desolate mountain village an old woman visits the parish priest, ostensibly to ask about dissolving a marriage. Gradually, as she probes for
information on "special cases"--cases in which what is obviously wrong can also be irrefutably right--it becomes clear her true question is whether or not she might take her own life. The question is
metaphysical, involving not only the woman's life but the priest's; and to it he has no answer.

Survival In Auschwitz
Simon and Schuster The author describes his twenty month ordeal in the Nazi death camp.

Italian Futurist Poetry
University of Toronto Press "Italian Futurist Poetry" contains more than 100 poems (both Italian and English versions) by sixty-one poets from across Italy.

Ocean Sea
Canongate Books A handful of disparate lives converge at a remote seaside inn: a lovelorn professor, a renowned painter, an inscrutable seductress - and a beautiful young girl, fatally ill, brought to the
sea by a desperate father's last hope. An intricate web of destinies and associations begins to reveal itself, but it is not until the arrival of a mysterious sailor called Adams that the truth in all its dreamlike
beauty and cruelty becomes clear. Adams may furnish the key to the girl's salvation, but only the fulﬁlment of his obsessive secret purpose - to answer murder with murder - can conclude the journey that
has brought him from the ends of the earth. Alternately playful and profoundly serious, Baricco's novel surges with the hypnotic power of the ocean sea.
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The Fabrication of Leonardo da Vinci’s Trattato della pittura
With a Scholarly Edition of the Italian editio princeps (1651) and an Annotated English
Translation
BRILL This ﬁrst complete English translation, including over 250 full-color images, is a longitudinal cultural history of how art came to be institutionalized in the history of western representational practices.

If on a Winter's Night a Traveller
Random House 'Breathtakingly inventive' David Mitchell You go into a bookshop and buy If on a Winter's Night a Traveller by Italo Calvino. You like it. But alas there is a printer's error in your copy. You
take it back to the shop and get a replacement. But the replacement seems to be a totally diﬀerent story. You try to track down the original book you were reading but end up with a diﬀerent narrative
again. This remarkable novel leads you through many diﬀerent books including a detective adventure, a romance, a satire, an erotic story, a diary and a quest. But the real hero is you, the reader. 'The
greatest Italian writer of the twentieth century' Guardian

The Book of Disquiet
Proﬁle Books Sitting at his desk, Bernardo Soares imagined himself free forever of Rua dos Douradores, of his boss Vasques, of Moreira the book-keeper, of all the other employees, the errand boy, the
post boy, even the cat. But if he left them all tomorrow and discarded the suit of clothes he wears, what else would he do? Because he would have to do something. And what suit would he wear? Because
he would have to wear another suit. A self-deprecating reﬂection on the sheer distance between the loftiness of his feelings and the humdrum reality of his life, The Book of Disquiet is a classic of
existentialist literature.

The Works of Elena Ferrante
Reconﬁguring the Margins
Springer This book is the ﬁrst dedicated volume of academic analysis on the monumental work of Elena Ferrante, Italy's most well-known contemporary writer. The Works of Elena Ferrante: Reconﬁguring
the Margins brings together the most exciting and innovative research on Ferrante's treatment of the intricacies of women's lives, relationships, struggles, and dilemmas to explore feminist theory in
literature; questions of gender in twentieth-century Italy; and the psychological and material elements of marriage, motherhood, and divorce. Including an interview from Ann Goldstein, this volume goes
beyond "Ferrante fever" to reveal the complexity and richness of a remarkable oeuvre.

He Wants It All
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Krum Botev has never had anything in life apart from himself. He knows only what he has been taught. Hard, selﬁsh, insensitive, but faithful to the Father, the
one who raised and educated him according to the values of the secret society he is part of. No one has ever succeeded in knocking down his armor. No one can touch him outside or inside; no-one except
her, who is part of that past Krum cannot forget. Ambra Livori, a beautiful and wealthy heiress, has always had everything. But nightmares don't give her a break. They go on showing her the man who
ruined her life when she was only sixteen. The memory of him, over time, has become a perverse feeling she cannot tolerate. Just when Ambra decides to learn how to control her emotions, she receives a
strange call. Her origins will be questioned and the past will become a terrible present from which she won't be able to escape. Fighting for herself will be the only solution. What links Ambra and Krum?
But most of all, can two diﬀerent souls be able to touch each other outside and inside? A secret organization, an uncontrollable passion, a man and a woman destined to clash.
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The Notebook
The love story to end all love stories
Hachette UK Celebrating 25 years of The Notebook - the classic novel which became the heart-wrenching ﬁlm. * Once again, just as I do every day, I begin to read the notebook aloud... Noah Calhoun has
returned from war and, in an attempt to escape the ghosts of battle, he sets his mind and his body to restoring an old plantation home to its former beauty. But he is haunted by memories of the beautiful
girl he met there years before. A girl who stole his heart at the funfair, whose parents didn't approve, a girl he wrote to every day for a year. When Allie Hamilton shows up on his doorstep, exactly as he
has held her in his memory for all these years, Noah has one last chance to win her back. Only this time, it's not just her parents in the way - Allie is engaged and she's not a woman to go back on her
promises. The Notebook is the love story to end all love stories - it will break your heart, heal it back up and break it all over again. Praise for Nicholas Sparks: 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat
'An A-grade romantic read' OK! 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror

Mircea Eliade once again
Editura Lumen

Ad Lucilium Epistulae Morales
Rarebooksclub.com This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not
indexed. Not illustrated. 1920 edition. Excerpt: ...hoc bonis 31 malisque conveniet. Erunt qui voluptates laudent, erunt qui labores malint; erunt qui dolorem maximum malum dicant, erunt qui ne malum
quidem appellent; divitias aliquis ad summum bonum admittet, alius illas dicet malo vitae humanae repertas, nihil esse eo locupletius, cui quod donet fortuna non invenit. In tanta iudiciorum diversitate
referendam bene merentibus gratiam omnes tibi uno, quod aiunt, ore adﬁrmabunt. In hoc tam discors turba consentiet; cum interim iniurias pro beneﬁciis reddimus, et prima causa est, cur quis ingratus
sit, si satis 32 gratus esse non potuit. Eo perductus est furor, ut periculosissima res sit beneﬁcia in aliquem magna conferre; nam quia putat turpe non reddere, non vult esse, cui reddat. Tibi habe, quod
accepisti; we should take counsel regarding them, not with their reputation but with their nature; those things possess no grandeur wherewith to enthral our minds, except the fact that we have become
accustomed to marvel at them. For they are not praised because they ought to be desired, but they are desired because they have been praised; and when the error of individuals has once created error
on the part of the public, then the public error goes on creating error on the part of individuals. But just as we take on faith such estimates of values, so let us take on the faith of the people this truth, that
nothing is more honourable than a grateful heart. This phrase will be echoed by all cities, and by all races, even those from savage countries. Upon this point good and bad will agree. Some praise
pleasure, some prefer toil; some say that pain is the greatest of evils, some say it is no evil at all; some will include riches in the Supreme Good, others will say that their discovery meant harm to...

The Mixellany Guide to Vermouth & Other Aperitifs
Mixellany Limited

The Grammar of Fantasy
An Introduction to the Art of Inventing Stories
Enchanted Lion Books A collection of essays from the visionary storyteller Gianni Rodari about fairy tales and folk tales and their great advantages in teaching creative storytelling. "Rodari grasped
children's need to play with life's rules by using the grammar of their own imaginations. They must be encouraged to question, challenge, destroy, mock, eliminate, generate, and reproduce their own
language and meanings through stories that will enable them to narrate their own lives." --Jack Zipes "I hope this small book," writes renowned children's author Gianni Rodari, "can be useful for all those
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people who believe it is necessary for the imagination to have a place in education; for all those who trust in the creativity of children; and for all those who know the liberating value of the word." Full of
ideas, glosses on fairytales, stories, and wide-ranging activities, including the fantastic binomial, this book changed how creative arts were taught in Italian schools. Translated into English by acclaimed
children's historian Jack Zipes and illustrated for the ﬁrst time ever by Matthew Forsythe, this edition of The Grammar of Fantasy is one to live with and return to for its humor, intelligence, and truly deep
understanding of children. A groundbreaking pedagogical work that is also a handbook for writers of all ages and kinds, The Grammar of Fantasy gives each of us a playful, practical path to ﬁnding our own
voice through the power of storytelling. Gianni Rodari (1920-1980) grew up in Northern Italy and wrote hundreds of stories, poems, and songs for children. In 1960, he collaborated with the Education
Cooperation Movement to develop exercises to encourage children's creative and critical thinking abilities. Jack Zipes is a renowned children's historian and folklorist who has written, translated, and
edited dozens of books on fairytales. He is a professor at the University of Minnesota. Matthew Forsythe lives in Montreal where he draws and paints for picture books, comics, and animations.

Borges and Mathematics
Lectures at Malba
Borges and Mathematics is a short book of essays that explores the scientiﬁc thinking of the Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986). Around half of the book consists of two "lectures" focused on
mathematics. The rest of the book reﬂects on the relationship between literature, artistic creation, physics, and mathematics more generally. Written in a way that will be accessible even to those "who
can only count to ten," the book presents a bravura demonstration of the intricate links between the worlds of sciences and arts, and it is a thought-provoking call to dialog for readers from both traditions.
The author, Guillermo Mart nez, is both a recognized writer, whose murder mystery The Oxford Murders has been translated into thirty-ﬁve languages, and a PhD in mathematics. Contents: Borges and
Mathematics: First Lecture; Borges and Mathematics: Second Lecture; The Golem and Artiﬁcial Intelligence; The Short Story as Logical System; A Margin Too Narrow; Euclid, or the Aesthetics of
Mathematical Reasoning; Solutions and Disillusions; The Pythagorean Twins; The Music of Chance (Interview with Gregory Chaikin); Literature and Rationality; Who's Afraid of the Big Bad One?; A Small,
Small God; God's Sinkhole. This book was originally published in Spanish as Borges y la matem tica (2003). It has been translated with generous support from the Latino Cultural Center at Purdue
University.

Silk
Canongate Books In 1861 French silkworm merchant Hervé Joncour travels to Japan, where he encounters the mysterious Hara Kei. He develops a painful longing for Kei’s beautiful concubine – but they
cannot touch; they don’t even speak. And he cannot read the note she sends him until he has returned to his own country. But the moment he does, Joncour is enslaved. Subtle, tender and surprising, Silk
is an evocative tale of erotic possession.

Alive
Digital Humans and Their Organizations
We are all digital humans now. What does this mean for how we live and how we work? How do digital humans thrive in a connected world? In this provocative and insightful book, Paul Ashcroft and
Garrick Jones shine a light on how to activate organizations so that they can transform themselves.

Ka
Random House The ﬁrst impact of this text about the Indianness of India is one of strangeness, bewilderment and disorientation. However, slowly the strange becomes familiar, and as Ka folds and enfolds
the world of Deva and the Seven Seers, of Siva, and through to the advent of Budhha, all becomes clear.
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Attachment and Loss
Attachment
Random House John Bowlby examines and explains the processes that take place in attachment and separation, emphasising that human attachment is an instinctive response to the need for protection.

The Spirit of Utopia
Stanford University Press

The Complete Poems
Prabhat Prakashan A powerful collection of verses by one of America's greatest poets. These beautiful, profound meditations on nature, spirit, faith, and love were created by the brilliant imagination of
one of our most original poets.

Cathedral
Random House Raymond Carver said it was possible 'to write about commonplace things and objects using commonplace but precise language and endow these things - a chair, a window curtain, a fork, a
stone, a woman's earring - with immense, even startling power'. Nowhere is this alchemy more striking than in the title story of Cathedral in which a blind man guides the hand of a sighted man as
together they draw the cathedral the blind man can never see. Many view this story, and indeed this collection, as a watershed in the maturing of Carver's work to a more conﬁdently poetic style.

Handbook of International Futurism
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG The Handbook of International Futurism is the ﬁrst reference work ever to presents in a comparative fashion all media and countries in which the movement, initiated by
F.T. Marinetti in 1909, exercised a particularly noteworthy inﬂuence. The handbook oﬀers a synthesis of the state of scholarship regarding the international radiation of Futurism and its inﬂuence in some
ﬁfteen artistic disciplines and thirty-eight countries. While acknowledging the great achievements of the movement in the visual and literary arts of Italy and Russia, it treats Futurism as an international,
multidisciplinary phenomenon that left a lasting mark on the manifold artistic manifestations of the early twentieth-century avant-garde. Hundreds of artists, who in some phase in their career absorbed
Futurist ideas and stylistic devices, are presented in the context of their national traditions, their international connections and the media in which they were predominantly active. The handbook acts as a
kind of multi-disciplinary, geographical encyclopaedia of Futurism and gives scholars with varying levels of experience a detailed overview of all countries and disciplines in which the movement had a
major impact.

Cambridge IGCSE Italian
Student book
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for examination from 2021. Strengthen language skills and cultural awareness with a diﬀerentiated
approach that oﬀers comprehensive coverage of the revised Cambridge IGCSE Italian (0535/7164) syllabuses for ﬁrst examination from 2021. - Develop the cultural awareness at the heart of the syllabus
with engaging stimulus material and questions from around the world which will encourage a positive attitude towards other cultures - Progress the ability to use the language eﬀectively with activiti.
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My Brilliant Friend
Beginning in the 1950s Elena and Lila grow up in Naples, Italy, mirroring two diﬀerent aspects of their nation.

Reading Nietzsche
University of Illinois Press An important ﬁgure in the development of Nietzsche scholarship, Mazzino Montinari (1928-86) dedicated himself to the detailed study of the philosopher's writings. This lifetime of
scholarship crystallized in Montinari's work as coeditor of the critical edition of Nietzsche's collected writings. Reading Nietzsche, now available in English for the ﬁrst time, is a group of essays that grew
out of this monumental work. In Reading Nietzsche Montinari tackles such subjects as the relationship between Nietzsche and Wagner, early drafts of Thus Spoke Zarathustra, and the philosopher's
reputation among the Nazis and Marxists of the 1930s and 1940s. He also deals authoritatively with a number of ﬁgures who have had an unfortunate inﬂuence upon the way Nietzsche has been
understood, from the chief Nazi interpreter of Nietzsche, Alfred Bäumler, to the chief Marxist interpreter, Georg Lukàcs, to Nietzsche's sister, Elisabeth.

Tristano
Verso Books This book is unique as no other novel can claim to be: one of 109,027,350,432,000 possible variations of the same work of ﬁction. Inspired by the legend of Tristan and Isolde, Tristano was
ﬁrst published in 1966 in Italian. But only recently has digital technology made it possible to realise the author’s original vision. The novel comprises ten chapters, and the ﬁfteen pairs of paragraphs in
each of these are shuﬄed anew for each published copy. No two versions are the same. The random variations between copies enact the variegations of the human heart, as exempliﬁed by the lovers at
the centre of the story. The copies of the English translation of Tristano are individually numbered, starting from 10,000 (running sequentially from the Italian and German editions). Included is a foreword
by Umberto Eco explaining how Balestrini’s experiment with the physical medium of the novel demonstrates ‘that originality and creativity are nothing more than the chance handling of a combination’.

On Aphasia
A Critical Study
Literary Licensing, LLC

La Fiera letteraria
Surrender to Night
The Collected Poems of Georg Trakl
Pushkin Collection A new translation by acclaimed poet Will Stone of the visionary Austrian poet Georg Trakl In Georg Trakl's brief, tragic life he produced a body of work of intense visual power. Dense,
imagistic and full of unnerving symbolism, his poems occupy a critical place in German Expressionism. Until his death on the Eastern Front in 1914, Trakl honed a singular poetic voice to express the horror
he saw in the world around him, culminating in the starkly powerful war poems for which he is best known. This edition includes all of Trakl's major poems alongside a judicious selection of the best of his
uncollected work, all rendered in vividly clear English by translator and poet Will Stone. With a biography, a critical introduction and a chronology of Trakl's life, this collection promises to reinvigorate
interest in this under-appreciated poet.
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Beyond the Moon
Avon Books More than one hundred thirty photographs, drawings, and diagrams illustrate an imaginative exploration of the universe, from the solar system to the outer limits of the universe.

Amorgos
Anvil PressPoetry Limited Gatsos's profoundly mysterious and magnetic poem, translated into English by Sally Purcell.

Grande dizionario della lingua italiana
The Unseen
Verso Books For a brief explosive period in the mid-1970s, the young and the unemployed of Italy’s cities joined the workers in an unexpectedly militant movement known simply as Autonomy
(Autonomia). Its “politics of refusal” united its opponents behind draconian measures more severe than any seen since the war. Nanni Balestrini, the poet of youth rebellion, himself a victim of that
repression, has invented a remarkable ﬁctional form to express the hopes and conﬂicts of the movement. In spare but vivid prose, The Unseen follows Autonomy’s trajectory through the eyes of a single
working-class protagonist—from high-school rebellion, squatting and attempts to set up a free radio station to arrest and the brutalities of imprisonment. This is a powerful and gripping novel: a rare
evocation of the intensity of commitment, the passion of politics.

Reading and Writing Italian Homosexuality
A Case of Possible Diﬀerence
Routledge Derek Duncan's timely study is the ﬁrst book in English to examine constructions of male homosexuality in Italian literature. In admirably clear and elegant prose, Duncan analyzes texts ranging
from the 1890s through the 1990s. He brings canonical authors like D'Annunzio and Pasolini together with under-appreciated writers like Comisso, and also looks at less conventionally literary genres.
Duncan takes on the thorny theoretical issues surrounding questions of gay identity and also provides a sound historical context for his discussion of how Italian narrative sheds light on Italian
homosexuality and on the broader issues attending contemporary sexuality, including complicating factors such as race. While the early texts considered were produced at a historical moment when
'homosexuality' as a culturally meaningful entity had yet to crystallize, recent autobiographies show the authors reﬂecting explicitly on questions of gay identity and what it means to be a homosexual
male in present-day Italy. In charting the emergence of the homosexual in twentieth-century Italy, however, Duncan's focus is less on questions of identity than on the meaning attributed to sex between
men in the broader cultural context. His book is a signiﬁcant contribution to Italian literary criticism and to gender, gay, and cultural studies.

The Keeper of Ruins
And Other Inventions
Harvill Press In this collection of twenty-odd short stories the situations vary - the reader is invited to consider Noah's Ark as it ﬁrst takes the ground after the Flood, and to experience a brush with Jack the
Ripper in foggy Victorian London.
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The Atomic Energy Commission
Love to Hate You
A fun, feisty romance
Head of Zeus Can your worst enemy become the love of your life? A fun, feisty, feel-good romance for fans of Sophie Kinsella and Meg Cabot. Jennifer and Ian have known each other for seven years. They
are leaders of two diﬀerent teams in the same London bank, and are constantly engaged in a running battle to be number one. Ian is a handsome, wealthy and sought-after bachelor;Jennifer is a feisty,
independent lawyer. When they are thrown together to work on the same project, Ian makes Jenny an oﬀer she can't refuse: to have free reign of their rich client if she pretends to be his girlfriend. Soon, it
becomes more and more diﬃcult to tell the diﬀerence between ﬁction and reality... What readers are saying about LOVE TO HATE YOU: 'A light-hearted novel about love, (im)possibilities and challenges in
the workplace' Tu Style. 'Anna Premoli, for me, is the best of the genre. This book made me laugh and fall in love – I read it four times!' 'I loved this novel from beginning to end ... If you want a book that is
fun and romantic at the same time, I would deﬁnitely recommend it.' 'A beautiful love story ... I read it in just two days!'

You Drive Me Crazy
A feisty tale of enemies-to-lovers
Head of Zeus Ltd A fun, feisty romance, perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella and Paige Toon. What girl doesn’t dream of an amazing promotion working on the other side of the world? This once in a lifetime
opportunity is presented to 28-year-old investment banker, Maddison Johnson and instantly ﬁlls her with abject fear. It isn't the New York transfer she had set her heart on... she's going to South Korea,
instead. To make things worse, her boss Mark Kim doesn't go out of his way to make it easy for her to adapt to her new environment. Plunged into a world she knows nothing about with a man she can't
stand, Maddison ﬁnds herself forced to adapt and grow up quickly. Maybe in the process she will stumble over something wonderful and quite unexpected... What people are saying about YOU DRIVE ME
CRAZY: 'I found myself gutted I had to put the book down and go to bed after my ﬁrst stint of reading' 'Very entertaining, really interesting that the storyline revolved around working life as well as the
personal'
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